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    Welcome to worship 

     Sunday 31st January 2021 - Fourth Sunday after Epiphany  

8.00am    Parish Eucharist  

9.30am    Choral Eucharist  

Our parish’s patron is St Paul the 

Apostle who was one of the early 

Church’s missionary leaders.  

A dynamic preacher, he visited                      

communities  located around the                   

Mediterranean Sea and in Asia Minor 

proclaiming the good news of the 

death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.  

In his first letter to the Church at                   

Corinth, Paul tells how he handed on 

the tradition of the Last Supper to 

them and it is this sacred meal that we 

share which makes us one with Jesus 

and with the Church, both living and 

departed, today. 

W 
ELCOME  TO ST PAUL’S. We are glad that you have come to worship 

God with us today. If you are a visitor from another parish, or 

worshipping with us for the first time, please introduce yourself to 

our parish priest, Fr James Collins, or to anyone wearing a name badge, over a 

cup of tea or coffee in the parish hall after the service. You’ll find the hall 

behind the church.  
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I am 

who I 

? ? 

First Aid 

Name badges 

Name badges help make St Paul’s an 

inclusive community. If you need a new 

name badge, fill in the form inside the 

pew sheet, send it to the parish office, 

and one will be made and left in church 

for you. 

Toilets 

Toilets are available at the entrance to 

the parish hall, which is  located behind 

the church. 

First aid kits are located on the wall of  

the kitchen in the Large Hall behind  

the church and in the choir vestry. 

Ask a member of the clergy or anyone 

who’s wearing a name badge. We’re 

here to help.  

Still got questions? 

Things you may  

In case we  

need  to evacuate 

As you take your place in your pew, 

please make yourself aware of the route 

to the nearest emergency exit. Should 

there be a fire, leave quickly, turn right, 

and assemble by the roundabout on 

Burwood Road.  

Getting inside 

People needing wheelchair access can 

enter St Paul’s most conveniently by the 

door at the base of the belltower. 

Switch it to silent ! 

Please turn your mobile phone off or on 

to silent before the service starts. It’ll 

save you much embarrassment later on. 

Children are                      

welcome  

at St Paul’s 

Children are welcome in church at any 

service. There is a selection of 

children’s books and toys at the back of 

the church near the font and there are 

also kids’ activity sheets and pencils 

available at the back of the church  

where the pew sheets and prayer books 

are.  

Children’s Church runs during Term 

Time. Meet at the back of the church at  

the beginning of the 9.30am Eucharist. 

Please feel free to bring your children to 

the altar rail to receive a blessing, or to 

receive Communion if they have been 

admitted to the sacrament.  

Photos  
 

 

Please do not take photos 

inside the church or during the services 

of worship without permission.  
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Acknowledgment of Country 

Acknowledgement of the 

Wangal people of the Eora 

Nation  

We acknowledge the traditional 

custodians of the land upon which 

we meet. In his wisdom and love, 

our heavenly Father gave this                            

estate to the Wangal people of the 

Eora Nation.  Upon this land they 

met  for generations until the                

coming of  British settlers. As we 

continue to learn to live together on 

these ancestral lands, we 

acknowledge and pay our respects 

to their elders, past, present, and                     

emerging, and we pray that God 

will unite us all in the knowledge of 

his Son, in whom all things were 

created, in heaven and on earth, 

whether visible or invisible — for 

all things have been created 

through him and for him. 

Recognising those who have been 

custodians of this land is not a                      

perfunctory gesture, but an 

acknowledgement that many have 

gone before us and many will come 

after us—we are but passing 

through. As King David stated some 

3,000 years ago: 

 

We are foreigners and strangers in 

your sight, as were all our                          

ancestors; our days on earth are like 

a shadow, and there is no  abiding. 

(1 Chronicles 29:15) 

The first inhabitants of this land 

were created by God to tend this 

land as stewards of his common 

grace. With only general revelation 

in the created order as their guide, 

they were allotted this land ‘that 

they should seek God, in the hope 

that they might reach out to him and 

find him’, as the apostle Paul                    

declared to his first century                

Athenian audience, ‘for in him we 

live and move and have our                    

being’ (Acts 17:27-28).   

God says through the prophet               

Jeremiah that: “For surely I know the 

plans I have for you, says the LORD, 

plans for your welfare and not for 

harm, to give you a future with 

hope.” (Jeremiah 29:11)   

Because of the Resurrection of               

Jesus Christ our Lord, Christians are 

a people of hope and because we 

are a people of hope we seek to 

work and pray for peace, justice, 
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beautiful creation, and to devote ourselves to seeing God’s kingdom 

come on earth as it is in heaven.  

We seek to bequeath God’s beautiful creation to future custodians in a 

far better state than what we inherited so that creation itself and all                 

beings may flourish as God intends. 

Welcome! We are glad that you have found us! 

We affirm that through God’s redeeming love for all, we are one in 

Christ. We respect the inherent and valuable contributions each                

member makes to the Body of Christ. We celebrate our diversity and 

recognize the sacred worth and dignity of all persons of any age,                    

gender, gender identity, gender  expression, race, ethnic origin,                           

economic reality, family  status,  sexual orientation, diverse ability, or     

social status. We believe that through Christ we are being included and 

welcomed by God and one  another. As we journey towards inclusion, 

we proclaim this welcome to all God’s people, especially to those who 

have known the pain of exclusion and discrimination within the church, 

affirming that no one is excluded  or condemned. We invite all persons 

to journey with us as we discover the call of God on our lives through 

the ministries of St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Burwood. To that end, St. 

Paul’s Anglican Church commits to the welcome and inclusion of all  

persons as  children of God and declares itself to be a welcoming                  

community of faith.  

 

 

Bible Readings         Year A      Bible Readings  

at today’s Eucharist              for next Sunday 

Deuteronomy 18.15-20           The First Reading          Isaiah 40.21-31                          

Ps 111                                       The Psalm                Ps 147.1-11                                            

1 Corinthians 8.1-13              The Epistle                   1 Corinthians 9.16-23                                          

Mark 1.21-28                         The Gospel                   Mark 1.29-39   
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Services at St Paul’s 

St Paul's has registered with the NSW Government as a COVID-Safe  

business. 

Here are the latest rules from the NSW Government: 

https://www.nsw.gov.au/media-releases/major-rolling-back-of-covid-19-

restrictions-nsw 

The same stringent hygiene and safety protocols that we have been              

observing will need to be observed each and every week. 

The following measures will be observed to ensure the safety of  all 

who attend these worship Services: 

1. People are quite free to decide not to attend Church or any event as I 

don't want anyone to feel that they must do something against their will 

(or if they feel that they might compromise another person's health – 

which is why we have closed down all of our groups). 

2. All risk management obligations will be scrupulously attended to, 

such as observing the need for hand washing and sanitizing, physical 

distancing, etc. The Holy Water Stoup has been emptied. 

3. The Greeting of Peace will involve bowing reverently to those one is 

seated close to. 

4. Communion will be in two kinds (the Priest will intinct the wafers). 

5. There will be morning tea in the Large Hall after the 9.30 a.m.              

Service and physical distancing and hygiene protocols must be  

served. 

Parishioners must be seated after being served with their morning tea 

and must not mingle. 

6. We will fully comply with all government directives and legal                   

requirements. 

News from around St Paul’s 
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If the situation changes with reference to the government's directives 

then we will review matters at that point in time. 

I hold each of you in my prayers every day and I look forward to seeing 

you again soon. 

With every blessing. 

Peace,                                                                                                                          

James. 

Parish Pantry is reopening  

It will reopen next Tuesday 2nd February and Thursday 4th February  

Normal rules apply 

Wednesday mid-week Communion starts this week 

The Midweek Communion Service will resume next Wednesday 3rd of 

February 2021. 

Ringing at St Paul’s 

Ringing on 6 bells was short lived. We managed to ring them for                

Christmas but with the distancing change back to 4 square meters we 

were back to ringing 4 bells. 

We will continue to ring 4 bells until the distancing changes. 

Pam Brock                                                                                                                          

Tower Captain 

Thank you from the trading table 

Happy New Year! 

Thank you for supporting the   Trading Table by buying or donating 

fresh goods for sale. It has been encouraging with the results. We raised 

over $4000 in 2020 and  $318.25 so far this year. 

Please keep checking what we have each week. Tubes of hand                    

sanitizer are still available at a special price of $3 or 2 for $5. We have 

new unisex and children’s socks $5. 
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There is a good selection of marmalades (citrus, orange, Seville                  

orange, Grapefruit, Blood Orange, Lemon, Lemon & Lime, Lime & Gin, 

Mandarin, Cumquat Moroccan Style, Cumquat, some with whisky,                 

Butters ( Lemon, Lime, lemon & lime. grapefruit, citrus) plum,                      

blackberry, strawberry, strawberry & apple, raspberry, rhubarb,                 

Choko & Ginger, Pear & Apple jams, Quince jelly, Crab  Apple jelly,              

not to mention the chutneys (Choko, Choko & Ginger, Pear & Apple,                 

Cumquat, Paw Paw, Paw Paw & Mango, savoury tomato & basil & spicy 

tomato sauces. I also have honey. 

If you would like a particular type of jam, marmalade or chutney  

please let me know and will try to make it for you. 

Fresh baked goods available most Sundays as well as fresh produce. 

St Paul’s Torches are still available $2 each, post cards $1 and mugs                

at $8 

St Paul’s Calendars there are still some available $25 each, have you 

got one? 

Mosaics: If you are into craft and would like to try mosaics we have 

some kits available for sale at varying prices. 

Plants: Herbs mint, chives available for $2 each 

             Flowering Strawberry Plants $3 each 

      White and Blue Salvia, African Daisies, Jacobinia, Stephanotis,                    

      succulents plus more 

We have a selection of books and DVD’s available for sale $1 each 

The trading table will be set up in the hall after the 9.30am service.                   

If anyone from the 8am service would like some jams/marmalades  

Please contact Pam and she will organize them for you to collect. 
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Thank you from the Hull Family 

To The Parish of St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood, 

Thank you for welcoming our twin sons, James & John into the Parish by 

Holy Baptism.    

Your thoughts and prayers are appreciated. 

Love from David, Emma, Clara, James & John Hull  
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Children in Nepal born 

HIV positive that we 

have been supporting  

Dear Rosemary, 

We are very happy to                    

receive your support. Once 

again Thank You very much. 

We have received $ 543.98 

from St. Paul Anglican  on 

25th Dec. We use this fund 

for children living with HIV/

AIDS by provide them                  

nutritious food, necessary 

health checkups, medicines 

and needed clothing.  

Additionally, as I mentioned 

in my earlier email, we have 

provided nutrition relief 

package to the 50 families of 

Lumbini district; Nawalpur, 

Parasi and Butwal in first 

phase. Now in second phase, 

we are planning to go to far 

western development                

region (Dadeldhura) and              

Makawanpur, Bara Parsa in 

third phase. Your fund really 

help those families                                

struggling daily to get food 

hardly after COVID                    

pandemic.  

SUDHA MAHARJAN, PROJECT OFFICER CUM DIETITIAN                                                                                

MSPN - THE NEW LIFE CENTRE 

Some pictures of distributing nutrition                                 

relief package 
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JANUARY 2021 AT ST PAULS ! 

Just because it has been holiday time it doesn't mean that everything has 

stopped at the parish. In fact some people have been very busy despite 

the heat. Judith, Bill, Syd, Piers, Lynn and Nadia have been busy                    

attending to the gardens, keeping everything alive in the recent heat. 

David and Pam Priest have put in a false floor in the flower room                         

making it a much safer place for those that need to use this space. 

David and Pam have also constructed a  new compost bin for grass           

clippings for Lynn to use in the Rectory garden 

Jane & Tara Cordina has been restacking food in the Pantry so it will be 

ready for opening next week. 

David Russell has sorted out QR codes for signing in at the church, hall 

and office.  

David Russell is also organising connection to NBN for the Rectory and 

Office - we are very grateful to you for taking this on. 

The old and very unreliable split air conditioners in the small hall and in 

the room under the stage have been replaced and the kitchen                       

attached to the  large hall now has an air-conditioning unit. We thank 

Frost for doing such a great job for us. 

And I am sure that there are many other things that I have neglected to 

mention here, but what you really need to see is just how much has been 

achieved and how many people have been helping. 

Don't forget to leave your tax receipt in the bag when you bring along 

groceries for the pantry. 

Used Stamps                                                                                                                  

We collect used stamps for Anglican Board of                    

Mission. These are a good source of fund raising for 

ABM. Please leave a 2cm margin around them if               

possible. 
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 Deuteronomy 18.15-20; Psalm 111; 

 1 Corinthians 8.1-13; Mark 1.21-28 

 The first part of the Shahadah, the Muslim declara-

tion of faith and the first pillar of Islam, is there is no 

god but God. I think Paul would agree. He recognis-

es the existence of other gods but claims that there 

is only God, God the Father and the only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. Un-

clean spirits, demons and the like recognise who Jesus is while the peo-

ple around him do not. It takes a devil to recognise its opposite. 

 Help us to recognise the one true God. Pray that we will recognise 

the idols of our age, money, status and power, and work and live to 

overcome them with the help of Jesus who is the only Holy One. 

 Give thanks for the work and witness of the Anglican Church in               

Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia 

Text: The Rev Kate Ross, St John’s Cathedral, Brisbane © Anglican   

   Board of Mission, 2021 

“Let no one ever come to you without leaving better and happier. 

“Be the living expression of God’s kindness:  

Kindness in your face 

Kindness in your eyes 

Kindness in your smile.” 

 

Saint Teresa of Calcutta 1(910-1997)                                                                                            

An Albanian-Indian Roman Catholic nun and missionary 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 
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Donations and Bequests                   

Over the years the parish has benefited from the generosity of                         

parishioners, not only when they have been active members of the                   

parish, but also at the time of their death. Parishioners are invited to                       

remember the parish in their wills by making a bequest as a thank                 

offering to God and to ensure that generations to come will enjoy                 

worship and fellowship in well maintained buildings.  

Those wishing to make a bequest are invited to do so using these                    

or a similar form of words: " I bequeath the sum of $............ to the             

Rector and Wardens of the Anglican parish of  St Paul, Burwood, to be 

used at their absolute discretion for the charitable purposes of the                   

parish."   

Donations with Tax Deductibility 

If you would like to make a donation to the Parish for the upkeep and 

maintenance of the Heritage building it can be done through the                 

National Trust. 

Cheques can be made out to: 

National Trust of Australia (NSW)  St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood 

Or                                                                                                                                       

Direct Credit to the above name with bank account details:  

Westpac 

BSB: 032-044                                                                                                                    

Account number: 742 926                                                                                      

Branch: 275 George Street Sydney NSW 

Please contact Pam for more details or place a donation in an envelope 

and label with National Trust donation and include your name for your 

receipt and an address to post it to. Thank you. 
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 For General & Offertory                

Donations                        

please use this account                   

details:                  

Account Name: St Pauls Anglican 

Church 

BSB:    032 062                               

Account #:   250028 

For Parish Pantry                                            

AND For Community Choir 

Donations 

please use this account                    

details:                  

Account Name:  Parish Pantry                       

BSB:     032 062                                                 

Account #:    812238 

Please clearly mark whether it is 

for the Parish Pantry or the                    

Community Choir.   

Thank you for your  generosity.  

Offertory - 

Collection given at St Paul’s                 

from 21st Dec - 31st Dec 2020 and other 

donations:                                                                           

≈ Offertory: $5,621                                                            

≈ Parish Pantry: $225                                                                                         

≈ Trading Table: $980  

 TOTAL OF GIVING: $6826 

Collection given at St Paul’s                 

from 1st Jan 2021– 28th Jan 2021 and 

other donations:                                                                           

≈ Offertory: $10,646                                                           

≈ Parish Pantry: $2920                                                                                         

≈ Building Fund: $20  

 TOTAL OF GIVING: $13,586 

Thank you for responding to God’s                    

generous love. 

 

 

Official Logo for NSW Volunteer  Referral Service   

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.worshiphousemedia.com%2Fmotion-backgrounds%2F83287%2Fshock-wave-offering-loop&psig=AOvVaw301w13sqosQg8EtgGBRn9j&ust=1581729989101000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDKh87xz-cCFQAAAAAdAAAAAB
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A little out of date but worth reading and remembering.                   

Two extraordinary women - 03 December 2020 

Reflecting on the inalienable humanity of martyrs - By An-

drew Hamilton, consulting editor of Eureka Street, and 

writer at Jesuit Social Services. 

This week is the fortieth anniversary of the death of Ita Ford and Maura 

Clarke in El Salvador. An event distant in place and time, but worth                 

remembering and honouring in its distance. And also worth reflecting on 

 READ, LEARN AND DIGEST…  

Ita Ford and Maura Clarke were Maryknoll Sisters. On December 2, 

1980 they returned to El Salvador from a Maryknoll gathering in                    

Nicaragua. At the airport they were picked up by Ursuline Sister                    

Dorothy Kazel and Lay missionary Jean Donovan. The four were 

stopped by Salvadorean military acting under orders, were taken to an 

isolated place, beaten, raped, murdered and left lying there. 
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for its significance for our own time. 

At the gathering Ita Ford had read an excerpt from a sermon preached 

by Oscar Romero shortly before his death earlier in the year. It                         

concluded: ‘Christ invites us not to fear persecution because, believe me, 

brothers and sisters, he who is committed to the poor must run the same 

fate as the poor, and in El Salvador we know what the fate of the poor  

signifies: to disappear, be tortured, to be captive — and to be found 

dead.’                                                                                                                                      

My personal interest in Ita Forde and Maura Clarke began 12 years later 

through a brief association with a Catholic community named after them. 

In the aftermath of the killing of the six Jesuits, their housekeeper and her 

daughter, I spent six months in El Salvador visiting communities whose 

members had fled from military violence into surrounding nations and 

had returned to settle on deserted lands. Jesuit Refugee Services                  

supported some of these communities. I also wanted to read Latin                   

American theology in its own context. During the week I worked in the 

theological library, still scarred by the bullets fired during the murder of 

the Jesuits in the house, and at weekends visited different communities. 

The community in which I spent most time was the Comunidad Ita Maura, 

named after the two Maryknoll Sisters. The people had fled some years 

before from villages in the Cabanas region. The counter insurgency              

policy of the Salvadorean army was to drain the lake so that the insurgent 

fish could not live there. They destroyed villages, killing their leaders 

(especially the catechists), and terrorised the people. The people who 

later settled at Ita Maura were among those who fled across the Rio   

Lempa border with Honduras and were fired on from both sides of the 

river. In the Honduras camps they had reflected on the Gospel and its 

meaning for them, and from frightened individuals had become a strong 

community. Against the wishes of the Government and accompanied by 

young volunteers from the United States, they re-entered El Salvador and 

settled on deserted land where they tried to be self-sufficient. They were 

regarded as intruders by the people in the neighbouring towns but were 

supported by sister communities in the United States.  
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To reach Ita Maura I would catch a ramshackle bus at 5.00 in the morn-

ing to the nearest town and padded along a dusty unmade road for half 

an hour or so as the sun rose. The community comprised about fifty 

families in fibro cottages and some space for livestock and crops. At 

this time the community was preparing for its anniversary by tidying 

the houses, whitewashing the school building, decorating the public 

spaces, and making ready to welcome guests. 

As one lacking in all the skills necessary for village life, I was asked to 

visit the families in the community to gather the names of its martyrs — 

those who had been killed by the army in Cabanas and at the Rio             

Lempa. They were to be remembered with the martyrs of the early 

Church and Ita Ford and Maura Clarke in the anniversary celebration 

of the Eucharist. My task brought home how central martyrs were to the 

people. An elderly widow spoke of her seven sons, many of them               

catechists. All seven had been killed. She spoke of each by name, and a 

little about their lives and deaths. When she came to the youngest, Juan 

Pablo, a tear came into her eyes, and she added simply, ‘I had such 

hope in him’.                    

'The larger significance of martyrs is that they insist on the value of 

each human being in the face of overwhelming power. The powerful 

treat the lives of the powerless as expendable in order to guarantee  

national security or to lock in individual gain.'                                                                         

Martyrs and hopes betrayed were central themes in El Salvador then, 

as they remain elsewhere. Martyrs linked places together and helped 

shape communities. Thirty miles up the dusty road from Ita Maura was 

the village of Paisnal where Rutilio Grande, a gentle Jesuit, had been 

murdered for his ministry to workers on the coffee plantations. Grande 

was a friend of Archbishop Romero whose own uncompromising and 

courageous response to Grande’s death led inevitably to his own                     

murder.                                                                                                                                 

The larger significance of martyrs is that they insist on the value of 

each human being in the face of overwhelming power. The powerful 

treat the lives of the powerless as expendable in order to guarantee   
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national security or to lock in individual gain. That those disposed of are 

held and honoured in memory corrodes the mystique of state spon-

sored violence. In the Christian faith shared by the Ita Maura community 

the fate of the martyrs is aligned with Jesus’ death and rising, which 

overcame sin and death. The martyrs are a sign of hope, not an                              

acceptance of defeat. 

More broadly to honour martyrs is important because they affirm the 

value of the life of the most disregarded people. Those publicly                    

honoured within the Church are mostly distinctive either because of 

their position or, like Ita Ford and Maura Clark, because of their                        

connection with religious communities. The list of martyrs in the                    

community affirmed the value of the life of each of its members and the 

need to focus on the faces of the apparently least significant. This                  

insight, that also underlies the Catholic insistence on the value and                

inviolability of human life, is important in any society, particularly in one 

marked as Australia will be by the growth in inequality after COVID-19. 

Here people seeking protection have already been systematically 

demonstrated to be expendable. Others, equally disadvantaged and  

disregarded, will surely follow.                                                                                             

The community of Ita Maura also provided a context for understanding 

the theological approach developed in El Salvador and similar                       

societies. Its distinguishing mark was to encourage people to read the 

Gospel in the light of the conditions in which they lived. These                      

differed from country to country, as did the theological emphases, but 

they were all marked by disparity of wealth and the ruthless use of  

power to maintain privilege. The theologians asked what would Jesus 

have made of the lives of people in this situation, how would he have              

responded, and how his followers could respond. This led people to  

recognise injustice, to seek justice, and to hope in a better life in their 

community. Reflection focused on Jesus’ path to death and rising, and 

the hope for life and  freedom. 

The response of the powerful was to kill the people who asked this 

question, and to politicise the question itself by identifying the                 

theological approach with Marxism and other ideologies. We have seen 
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the same politicisation of faith and wilful misreading of tradition in the 

recent American election campaign, where truth was identified with 

whatever suited individual interests and hatred of minorities was                       

encouraged. 

The implications of the anniversary for both church and the wider                      

society is the need for a threefold focus. It is essential first to make                

central the faces of the people who are excluded, discriminated against 

and abused in our society. These are the modern day ‘martyrs’. Second, 

it is important to see them within the network of relationships, personal, 

economic and institutional, that ensure their victimisation. And third, it is 

important to set these faces and set of relationships with an ethical 

framework and tradition based on the inalienable dignity of each human 

being, and consequently refuses persons to be used as means to larger 

ends. Those three linked principles underpinned the lives of Ita Ford 

and Maura Clarke and the hope of the community named after them. 

They    also keep us honest in responding faithfully to the predicaments 

of our own day. 

  

Archbishops mark ‘ terrible milestone’ of pandemic mile-

stone with a call to prayer 

- by Ed Thornton  

The total number of Covid-related deaths in the UK has exceeded 100,000 

THE Archbishops of Canterbury and York have invited the British peo-

ple to pause each evening from the start of next month to “reflect on the 

enormity of this pandemic”, and to pray. 

In an open letter to the nation, issued on Tuesday, the Archbishops write: 

“As we reach the terrible milestone of 100,000 deaths from Covid-19, 

we invite everyone in our nation to pause as we reflect on the enormity 

of this pandemic.” 

In the week up to 15 January, the authorities in the UK registered 7776 

deaths with coronavirus on the death certificate, the highest weekly toll 
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since April 2020. This brought the total number of Covid-related deaths 

to 103,704. Deaths in the ten days since then suggest that the total is now 

above 115,000. 

The Archbishops write: “100,000 isn’t just an abstract figure. Each                   

number is a person: someone we loved and someone who loved us. We 

also believe that each of these people was known to God and cherished 

by God.” 

They encourage anyone “who is feeling scared, or lost, or isolated to 

cast their fears on God”. 

They continue: “We also know that poorer communities, minority ethnic 

communities and those living with disabilities have been afflicted                   

disproportionately and cry out for the healing of these inequalities.” 

The Archbishops encourage everyone “to do all they can to live within 

the guidelines and constraints given by government”, but acknowledge: 

“None of this is easy.” 

They go on: “One thing we can all do is pray. We hope it is some                  

consolation to know that the church prays for the life of our nation every 

day. Whether you’re someone of faith, or not, we invite you to call on 

God in prayer. Starting on 1 February we invite you to set aside time 

every evening to pray, particularly at 6pm each day. More than ever, this 

is a time when we need to love each other.” 

The letter concludes by speaking of the hope offered by the work of 

NHS staff, members of the clergy, and other frontline workers, as well as 

“the hope of the vaccine”, which they “urge everyone to take the                   

vaccine as soon as it is offered to you”. 

They conclude: “Most of all, we have hope because God raised Jesus 

from the dead. This is the Christian hope that we will be celebrating at 

Easter. We live in the hope that we will share in his resurrection. Death 

doesn’t have the last word. In God’s kingdom every tear will be wiped 

away.” 
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The day before the second lockdown came into force, in November, the 

Archbishops appealed in a letter to the nation for the British people to 

be calm, courageous, and compassionate.  

The memory of the Holocaust and the mystery of unfath-

omable evil  

- By Alex Ryvchin 

The Holocaust — the term given to the industrial-scale slaughter of the 

Jews of Europe — is often examined in isolation. An event without                  

precedent and without successor. Certainly, the enormity of the killing, 

the unsparing barbarity and cool sophistication with which it was                 

carried out, and its genesis in the centre of enlightened Western Europe, 

all contribute to its uniqueness. This in turn means that the Holocaust is 

largely viewed as an aberration, a deviation in the progression of human 

history. 

But in reality, the events of the Holocaust were entirely predictable and 

were shown to the Jews in preview over and over again. 

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain and England in the Middle Ages 

showed how dispensable this ancient nation was. The massacre of Jews 

in York in 1190 and Odessa in 1905 showed how easily a mob could be 

compelled to kill men, women and children in a great release of pent up 

frustration in times of political upheaval or economic downturn. The             

Kishinev pogrom during which the local police looked on as Jews were 

defiled and killed, showed that at best police units would stand aside for 

the mob, at worst they would be the mob. And the Cossack Rebellion led 

by Bogdan Chmielnicki in seventeenth-century Ukraine, in which                 

hundreds of thousands of Jews were tortured and killed, demonstrated 

the sadism, vulgarity and blood revelry that abounds in seemingly              

ordinary men. 

How fickle are the rules and laws we establish, the order we think we 

have, the norms and customs we expect to be followed, when faced with 

overwhelming evil backed by unstoppable force. 
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But the horrors of the past were not taken as harbingers of worse to 

come, but of evidence that, no matter how dire the outlook, this too 

would surely pass. But this did not pass. Despite the history, despite the 

warnings, in the years before the Holocaust, the Jews of Europe                     

continued to live in a state of perfect self-delusion, on the precipice of a 

complete inferno. 

Before the Nazis could begin the process of ghettoising, deporting and 

then murdering millions of Jews spread across hundreds of communities 

in Europe, they had to overcome enormous practical challenges such as 

defining who was a Jew — accounting for products of mixed-marriages, 

converts, identifying Jews, many of whom were highly assimilated — 

and gradually expunging the Jews from visibility such that their coming 

demise would barely raise a whimper. This all required as much                     

bureaucratic diligence as ruthless inhumanity. 

In the end, the Germans overcame every single challenge with an                 

almost impressive focus and enterprise. The Nazis also demonstrated a 

truly extraordinary understanding of human nature. They correctly                

posited that the level of hatred for the Jew was such that they could be 

systematically stripped of all rights, removed from the wider population, 

robbed blind and eventually murdered with little or no public reaction, 

particularly when done under the cover of war. 

For this, the Germans had their antisemitic predecessors to thank. The 

Roman Empire, the Church with its marauding Crusaders, nationalist     

figures like Chmielnicki, intellectual titans like Martin Luther, had all   

imprinted in the European psyche a characterisation of the Jew as                   

sub-human. He was cunning yet parasitic, ritualistically clean but plainly 

filthy, lazy yet all-powerful, studious yet utterly perverse. And always                

inferior and most importantly, unchangeable. Full of paradoxes,                        

unsupported by fact or reason, this depiction of the Jews over centuries, 

fed the human urge to see and understand evil and to find a cause for 

life’s horrors and misfortunes. 

And to allow otherwise decent and moral people to descend into such 

loathing for their fellow man, it had been necessary to not only                    
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completely dehumanise the Jew, to reduce him to the status of a flea, but 

to also frame any action against him as a helpless resort to self-defence 

against a nation of parasites and murderers. So Martin Luther had called 

the Jews “thirsty bloodhounds and murderers of all Christendom” that 

had “poisoned water and wells, stolen children, and torn and hacked 

them apart.” “Christians have been tortured and persecuted by the Jews 

all over the world,” Luther said. 

In 1895, decades before the world had heard the name Adolf Hitler, the 

speaker of the German parliament called the Jews “cholera germs.” And 

what is left to be done with such a thing but to destroy it? As the Holo-

caust historian Yehuda Bauer said, “one does not argue with parasites.” 

As total war descended on Europe, the fact that the Jews were literally 

disappearing was of very little concern. Their vast personal and                    

communal possessions were harvested, they were confined physically to 

ghettoes where they were forced to live as the insular, diseased wretched 

race that propaganda had said they were all along, and from there they 

were eventually taken to be killed — men, women, children. 

The process of mass extermination began in June 1941 after the invasion 

of the Soviet Union. The initial method of killing was through mobile                   

killing squads, known as Einsatzgruppen, that moved on the heels of the 

advancing German army. Their mission was to comb the cities and towns 

for Jews. The Einsatzgruppen units would move with devastating speed, 

trapping the large Jewish population centres before the victims could 

discover their fate, then returning to conduct further sweeps, sometimes 

days later, sometimes weeks later, but they would always return to en-

snare any Jews who had evaded the initial dragnet. 

The massacre of the Jews of Kiev, in which 33,771 Jews were machine-

gunned over two days in September 1941 in the Babi Yar ravine, was one 

of the earliest mass killings of Jews and became indicative of the killing 

squad method of extermination that was perfected throughout the vast, 

sprawling lands of the Soviet Union. 

Dina Pronicheva was a Ukrainian-Jewish actress and one of the very few 
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survivors of that massacre. She lived by jumping into the ravine a                            

moment before the firing began and sheltering under piles of bodies  

before making her escape at nightfall. Her testimony revealed a revelry 

and euphoria among German soldiers and Ukrainian volunteers. 

Pronicheva observed young Jewish women being violated by groups of 

German soldiers before being bayoneted to death where they lay. A 

mother unable to control a hysterical child would have the child 

snatched away by an impatient German soldier who would proceed to 

dash the child’s skull against a wall before handing it back to the                    

mother. In other instances, Pronicheva recalled, soldiers would simply 

toss distraught babies over the wall at the assembly point “like pieces of 

wood.” 

At Babi Yar, the victims were divided into small groups, they deposited 

their possessions, stripped naked in the Autumn chill, before                               

proceeding to the edge of the ravine. They were then made to pass 

through a tight cordon of soldiers with dogs where they were clubbed 

mercilessly before reaching the other side. Naked, wounded,                           

bewildered, the victims were powerless to resist and were obedient 

without recorded exception. Teetering on the edge of the ravine, they 

awaited the fire of machine-guns and toppled into the void beneath 

them. Some were not lethally wounded and bled to death under a mass 

of bodies. Others slowly suffocated under the earth that was heaped                   

onto the victims at the end of each day of killing. Residents heard the 

sound of machine-gun fire from dawn until nightfall and reported that 

the killing site shifted and groaned for days after the massacre. 

At the end of each day, soldiers descended into the ravine to club any 

survivors to death or to empty the pockets of those who had been killed 

with their clothes still on. At night, the soldiers lit bonfires, slurped                       

coffee from aluminium cups, and helped themselves to any women             

designated for shooting the following day. 

By war’s end, some two million Jews would be killed in massacres in               

forest and ravines similar to Babi Yar. Every village, every town, every 

city in the former Soviet Union would have its own killing field. 
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In Romania, the locals grew impatient by the orderly manner in which the 

Germans were developing the killing process and took matters into their 

own hands. In Bucharest, Jews, among them a five-year-old girl were tak-

en to a kosher slaughterhouse, skinned alive and hung from meat hooks. 

In Bogdanovka, nearly 5,000 sick and infirm Jews were crammed into 

barns and stables which were the sprinkled with straw, doused in gaso-

line and set alight. The Jews of Jedwabne in Poland were similarly shut in-

to a barn and incinerated alive by their Polish neighbours. In Budapest, 

20,000 Jews were assembled on the bank of the River Danube and shot, 

toppling into the waters beneath. 

The first gassing of Jews took place at the Chelmno camp in Poland. From 

December 1941, transportations to the camp commenced, where the Jews 

were loaded into vans specially rigged and sealed so as to direct the                       

exhaust fumes into the cabin. The victims were driven for around ten 

minutes by which time they died by asphyxiation and the corpses were 

then taken directly to pre-prepared mass graves in an adjacent forest. By 

the end of the war, some 320,000 Jews would be murdered at Chelmno. 

Other camps in Poland — Bełżec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Majdanek,                     

Auschwitz-Birkenau — commenced operating as factories of death after 

January 1942, following the formal adoption at the Wannsee Conference 

in Berlin, of the plan to completely exterminate the Jews, in what came to 

be known as the “final solution to the Jewish problem.” 

With the camps built and the methods of mass killing perfected, the 

ghettoes of Europe could be liquated. The Jews were crammed into train 

cars used for transporting cattle in which they would ride across the                

continent for days on end, completely without food or water, given an  

occasional pause at which the human waste and corpses of loved ones 

could be tossed out of the cars before continuing onward to the camps. 

In some camps, the fit were used as slave labour until their bodies gave 

out while the very young, the old and the sick were selected for gassing 

immediately. The process of selection would take place on the platform 

immediately upon arrival. Nazi doctors looked over the human cargo, 

sending them to one queue or another, forever tearing sister from sister, 
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parent from child. 

The ones selected to die immediately were led into chambers which 

were sealed behind them before canisters of poison were released 

through chutes in the ceiling. When the victims ceased their writhing and 

their nervous systems succumbed, other inmates were charged with 

transferring the dead to the crematoria, and clearing the chamber of                

visible signs of distress such as fingernails clawed into walls, to ensure 

the next batch of victims would enter the chamber without disorder or  

resistance. 

At Auschwitz, human experiments were conducted on the living,                      

including determining the time to death from injection with various                    

poisons, the effect of removal of organs without anaesthetic, and freezing 

victims to see how close they could be brought to the point of death and 

still be revived. If they survived the torture that masqueraded as science, 

their only salvation was the gas chamber. 

Those who were able to survive for any length of time in the camps                

existed in a realm somewhere between life and death, but surely closer 

to death. They ate virtually nothing, slept in barns and worked outdoors 

in the freezing Polish winter wrapped in rags, and were rife with diseases 

like dysentery and typhoid from malnutrition and the absence of clean 

water. They could have only lived from one moment to the next in the 

knowledge that their families had been killed and that the same fate 

would strike them at any time. Such was the deathly pall about them that 

rats sometimes attacked the still-living, mistaking them for corpses. 

In the perfect crescendo to centuries of gradually debasing and reducing 

the humanity of the Jewish people, the Jews were exterminated in                  

purpose-built camps, industrial facilities of destruction, using a common 

pesticide, Zyklon-B, at a rate of up to 15,000 people a day. 

When the Germans were finally forced into retreat, they abandoned the 

camps, deploying inmates to hastily conceal the apparatus of industrial 

death as best they could, before killing off the remaining inmates or else 

sending them on long, winter death marches to other camps. 
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By the time the killing had ended, more than 3 million had died in the 

camps. The total Jewish dead stood in the vicinity of 6 million. They died 

from disease in ghettos, from poison gas, mass shootings, live burial, 

beatings, burning alive. Half of the dead were from Poland, a country in 

which Jewish life had accounted for some 10 percent of the total                                                  

population. They had perished in all corners of Europe from the Baltic to 

France, Scandinavia to the Balkans. 

In 1939, Europe was home to 9.5 million Jews. By war’s end, nearly 65 

percent of those Jews were dead. Dynasties and entire families, great 

sages and common workers, Nobel laureates and humble students,                  

babies, pensioners, whole villages and communities, had all disap-

peared. Thriving Jewish intellectual and cultural centres like Krakow and 

Vilnius that had bustled with Jewish life — seminary students, merchants, 

families, all manner of artisans — were now reduced to rude husks,                  

urban memorials of human depravity. The Jews’ possessions now divvied 

up between the Nazi conquerors and the locals, the former inhabitants 

were now piles of ash in the forests surrounding the camps. 

How many more Freuds and Einsteins, Chagalls and Primo Levis were 

among them we can never know. A million Jewish children were killed.                 

A million Anne Franks vanished in a pit of suffering. 

The scholar and campaigner for prosecution of Nazi war criminals, 

Efraim Zuroff, wrote of how the historian Shimon Dubnow was dragged 

from his home in the Riga ghetto to be killed. His last words to the Jews 

around him were, “Yidn farschreibt” — “Jews, record it all, write it all 

down.” While in a suburb of Kovno, Lithuania, Jews also taken to be shot 

scrawled a final message to any surviving brethren, “Yidn nekoma” — 

“Jews take revenge.” But how could such a thing be avenged? What could 

be redeemed from such complete calamity? 

Compounding the Jewish sense of helplessness and betrayal was the   

collective shrug of indifference that was the overwhelming reaction of 

the international community, before, during and after the slaughter. 
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When Franklin Roosevelt convened a conference in Evian, France to       

discuss the question of Jewish refugees following Germany’s annexation 

of Austria in 1938, the conference broke up with no solution to the loom-

ing crisis. Capturing the mood of pathetic diplomatic indifference, the 

Australian representative, T.W. White, explained that Australia would not 

be taking Jewish refugees, “as we have no real racial problem, we are not 

desirous of importing one,” as though the Nazi persecution of the Jews 

was really just a disagreement between communities. 

A German observer at the conference reported to the Nazi top brass that 

“the many speeches and discussions show that with the exception of a 

few countries that can still admit Jewish emigrants, there is an extensive 

aversion to a significant flow of emigrants either out of social                          

considerations or out of an unexpressed racial abhorrence against                

Jewish emigrants.” Hitler was said to have drawn the conclusion from the 

conference that he could do with the Jews exactly as he pleased. 

The killings continued even after the fall of Nazi Germany and the                   

liberation of Europe. In Kielce, Poland, in 1946, a mob, which included 

hundreds of mills workers, set upon Jewish Holocaust survivors, clubbing 

42 to death. There were reports of Jews being killed while attempting to 

return to their homes across Poland. In August 1945, thunderous                    

applause greeted the passing of a resolution by the Polish Peasants Party 

thanking Hitler for destroying the Jews and calling for the expulsion of 

any survivors. 

The dehumanisation of the Jews had been so complete that even the              

disaster that antisemitism had unleashed on the European continent, the 

bestial carnage to which millions bore witness, could not dislodge it. 

The people of Europe had allowed themselves to believe that their               

misfortune, their poverty, their war losses, their poor crops and their             

national debt, were squarely the fault of the Jew. The Jewish peasants 

tending the land, the pious, secluded families seeking wisdom in ancient 

texts, the middle-class merchants of the cities, the teachers, the drunks, 
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the scholars, the poets, the vagrants, the bankers and the children. In the 

final wash it just didn’t matter how absurd the idea of their collective 

guilt was. The die had been cast over hundreds of years. 

The people believed this lunacy because they wanted to believe it. And 

if they were wrong and they had just extinguished millions of lives for no 

reason at all, and war and poverty and misfortune would not go to the 

grave with the Jew, well at least they have blown off a little steam and        

enriched themselves in the process. 

The Holocaust brought no redemption or awakening. Its seemingly                  

infinite stories of infinite evil have been presented to us over and over 

again in dispassionate historical texts, in Hollywood films, novellas and 

memoirs. All seek, and all fail, fully to explain why human beings would 

act this way to their fellow man. What was it about the Jews that aroused 

such feeling that the army of a sophisticated nation would be deployed 

to traverse the European continent with the mission of ending every final 

Jewish life? What discord existed in the hearts of ordinary men and 

women that they would shed their humanity entirely, and seize with             

unrelenting fury and purpose the opportunity to dispossess, humiliate 

and destroy their neighbours, simply because they were Jewish? These 

are the imponderables at the heart of the Holocaust. 

The popular slogan to emerge after it was “Never Again.” This has been 

variously interpreted to mean everything from “never again will the Jews 

go like lambs to the slaughter,” to “never again will humanity allow the 

evil of antisemitism to take root,” to “never again will the world stand by 

and allow a people to all but vanish.” 

But in the mere 75 years that have passed since the end of the Holocaust, 

in a period when many of the victims remain alive to bear witness, we 

have seen the increasing popularity of Holocaust denial — denial of the 

very event itself, a denial that our people ever lived and died. We have 

seen new genocide in Darfur and Cambodia, Srebrenica and Rwanda. 

We have seen antisemitism arise with fresh vigour, and in our very days, 

Jews are targeted for being Jews in our homes, in our synagogues, in our 
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schools, even in our graves. 

 

But it may be that just as the Holocaust is not a single story but a               

collection of millions of individual moments of trauma, horror and pain, 

there is not a single lesson to be drawn from it. Rather we should each 

strive to take something from it as individuals. For me, that something is 

a deep love for the Jewish people, a determination to preserve and                  

defend the memories of our sacred dead, and a commitment never to  

relinquish what was gifted to me and what was so cruelly taken from our 

martyrs — the ability to live freely and live proudly as a Jew. 

Alex Ryvchin is co-chief executive officer of the Executive Council of 

Australian Jewry. He is the author of Zionism: The Concise History and 

The Anti-Israel Agenda: Inside the Political War on the Jewish State. 

 

Grieving our beloved pets 

Simon Buckley reflects on the death of Betty, his companion in ministry 

I KNEW it was coming. The metaphorical batteries on my Jack Russell, 

Betty, had been running down for a while. 

But, suddenly, her demise accelerated, and one morning her back legs 

gave way as she walked slowly down the hallway, and it was time. Unable 

to get up, she looked pleadingly at me with her big brown eyes; so, say-

ing morning prayer went on hold as I scooped her up in my arms and 

phoned the vet. 

I was barely able to speak, but my vet knew what I was asking. And, 

though it was heart-breaking, I was able to do for Betty what countless 

humans wish someone could do for them when their health and quality 

of life fails. The following evening she died peacefully in my arms, 

wrapped in a blue bone-patterned blanket and covered in kisses. 

SHE was a peculiar little thing: the most undemonstrative of dogs, but              

incredibly pretty. Almost 17, she had been in my life for nine years since 
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I collected her from Battersea Dogs’ Home. 

I have lost not just a pet, but a creature who, for those years, played the 

various parts of partner, child, and pastoral assistant. When I moved to 

my parish, nearly eight years ago, she was instantly my greatest asset — 

far more useful in mission and ministry than anything I learned at theo-

logical college. 

Betty outed me to the parish before I had even been inducted. 

“Accompanied by a bandy-legged Jack Russell” was the most obvious, 

give-away feature in the description of me by the Archdeacon. From then 

on, she ensured that I was visible in the parish every day: wandering the 

streets at just the right pace for a dog with six-inch legs and for humans 

who — for a variety of reasons — wanted to catch up with a man in a dog 

collar. 

Thanks to her, even before breakfast I would have spoken to parents and 

children on their way to the school’s breakfast club; sundry builders; 

shopkeepers; a postman who subsequently started coming to morning 

prayer; the NCP attendant who then turned up for the Good Friday litur-

gy, head to toe in hi-vis; Big Issue sellers; and people camped in theatre 

doorways — along with traders setting up their market stalls, neigh-

bours, and road sweepers. 

Betty was the one who caught their eye. I was merely her domicile, but 

she repeatedly broke the ice and enabled conversations with random 

strangers to happen. In a world in which people frequently avoid eye 

contact with other humans, she grabbed their attention and led people 

to me — and, sometimes, literally, to church. 

Of course, children would come running to pet her; but she exercised a 

particular pastoral ministry with old ladies. Hearts melted at the sight of 

her tiny form tottering along the corridor of an old people’s home, where 

she would rest on laps, in arms, and (don’t tell) on beds, providing physi-

cal contact and warmth with no hidden agenda other than, perhaps, the 

unarticulated hope of a biscuit. 

Beside a dying parishioner when an exchange of words had become              
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impossible, the touch of Betty’s vel-

vet ears to 98-year-old Mary’s hand 

brought the most beautiful smile, 

though her eyes remained shut. 

Betty brought comfort and a sense 

of presence when neither the re-

quested can of Guinness that I had 

brought, nor the sacrament in my 

bag, could be received. 

I KNEW I would feel bereft without 

her. Her needs punctuated my day 

just as the hours for prayer give 

rhythm to the life of a convent. But   

I was unprepared for the level of 

sadness which has been felt by 

others. People have commented:              

“I feel like we’ve lost a member of 

the congregation”; “She was a 

much-loved member of our church 

family”; and “She was part of you.” 

I don’t know what happens to the 

pets we have loved (or the                  

chickens we may have eaten, for 

that matter) after death. The 1989 

animated film All Dogs Go to              

Heaven may have been                          

wishful-thinkingly titled. Aquinas 

was clear that animals did not go     

to heaven, not being gifted with an 

immortal soul, their purpose and 

destiny being complete on earth; 

and scripture offers no certainty on 

the matter. 

But I find it a persuasive thought 

that those creatures that have                    

become part of us leave more than 

just an imprint on our hearts, and 

that, as C. S. Lewis mused, they 

might share in the immortality                    

of their masters who named and 

loved them. In some way. where we 

go, there they will also be. 

Whatever the future holds in                      

heaven, what I had on earth was 

certainly not “just a dog”, but truly 

a blessing. 

The Revd Simon Buckley is the 

Rector of St Anne’s, Soho, in              

London. 

Truth that sets you free 

Before the US presidential                      

inauguration, Mark Oakley reflects 

on language and integrity 

GEORGE HERBERT’s advice to 

preachers about our words’                 

needing to be “heart-deep”, and 

about the poetic vocation of 

“redress” in self and society, seem 

more than important at the                            

moment. We are in the wake of an 

American election, a national 

Covid-driven lockdown, the                   

ferment of Brexit, and a changing 

global, polarised political, climate. 

We are living with a sense of                       
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dismantling in the air — from                    liberal democracy to the                                  

environment itself; from life as we knew it and lived it to basic human 

encounter and relationship. At such a time, we need rich, awakened, 

and trustworthy language to connect for the common good, a compass 

to navigate us through the land of loss and fear. And yet language itself                        

appears now, in the hands of some, to be equally dismantled — by a 

grave and dangerous abuse. 

There is what Richard Baxter called “Truth Decay” (Poetical Fragments, 

1681), and the haunting question whether, as a society, we are losing                      

interest in the truth of words; whether the idea that there is objective 

truth is now less important to us than opinions, crisis chatter, or infotain-

ment. 

Is to be interesting more important than being right? Is there a declin-

ing value of accuracy, as society’s reserve currency? Is what matters not               

veracity but impact? Is dishonesty, therefore, not held to account as it 

once was? Is lying just a laugh that amuses by messing up our systems 

of value? 

If this is our situation, it is tempting to blame some political and state 

leaders. Some of them tend to campaign in graffiti and then govern in 

tweets. Some seem to think that what is truthful is merely what reinforc-

es the mood of the crowd and their preference for alternative facts. 

History, thankfully, is peppered with those who warn us about such               

political manipulation. Alexander Hamilton, for instance, one of                       

America’s Founding Fathers, argued for a system of constitutional 

checks and balances to guard against the possibility — and I now quote 

him — “of a man unprincipled in private life” and “bold in his temper” 

who could one day arise, and who might “mount the hobby horse of 

popularity” and “flatter and fall in with all the non sense of the zealots 

of the day” to embarrass the government and “throw things into confu-

sion that he may ride the storm and direct the whirlwind”. 

Wow. Imagine that ever happening! Perhaps that’s why it was always 

important to believe that the first President, George Washington, had 
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said “I cannot tell a lie.” 

Those such as George Orwell and Hannah Arendt warned from                      

experience that abusive power ultimately takes hold by slow injections of 

falsity that people begin to repeat. And so, for all practical purposes, Or-

well concludes, the lie will have become truth. It spreads, and leads to a 

general distrust of experts — the belief that, say, science, if inconvenient 

somehow, is a conspiracy, and historical studies that don’t back up your 

arguments can be revised. 

Journalism begins to reflect a selfie-stick culture, seemingly holding 

things at an objective distance, but actually only reflecting yourself and 

tribe. Religion, too, can hide its darker abuses with pious jargon and 

dead clichés repeated by some authority to pay deference to. We turn to 

social media and find that Facebook is where we lie to our friends, and 

Twitter where we tell secrets to strangers. 

IF THERE is anything to what I say, this is a dangerous place to find our-

selves — not least because power belongs to the loudest controller of the 

chaos, and leaves us in a state where, if you are not at their table, you are 

probably on their menu. 

Pilate asks Jesus “What is truth?”, but he doesn’t hang around to find out 

the answer. After all, the crowd is putting on the pressure outside. One of 

the reasons that I’m proud to be part of this university is that it is here to 

ask the same question — “What is truth?” — but then, quite the opposite: 

to stick around, together, in a “fellowship” even, to pursue the answers. 

A college is one of the antidotes to any fashion of falsity: a group of                

people committed to the pursuit of truth, in dialogue and co-operation, 

each ready to be corrected when necessary; eager for accuracy, but 

warning against quick clarity and the seduction of easy answers; fearless 

in seeing past and present, and researching into the as yet unknown. 

Although very proud of our past, this tradition of truth-search which we 

inherit makes us ultimately a place that seeks to be loyal to the future. A 

good education generates information, but also enables formation; it 

helps the CV virtues of achievement, breakthrough, and contribution, but 
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knows that we should also focus on the eulogy virtues — what we want 

said at our funeral. Were we kind, generous, a good parent or friend? 

Did we ask Job’s question in life: where shall wisdom be found? What                  

language will we need to begin to recognise an answer? 

I AM proud, too, to be part of the Christian community, for all our faults, 

because we also celebrate the fact that, along with others, truth has 

other forms than facts; that, sometimes, truth is far too important to be 

literalistic about. The truth that is expressed artistically, musically 

(Herbert’s great love), truth in narrative and myth, is the truth that is              

always part of the human inner life — the sense of that fragile life 

placed in your care, the un-ignorable intrusions of mystery when love 

or loss enter it, the intuition that somehow we need saving from                     

ourselves by a love both beyond and within. 

I believe that, when we walk into any place of worship, we walk into a 

poem. As Herbert made his long way to evensong in Salisbury                   

Cathedral, he knew that the Church’s liturgy is a poetry in motion, and 

that we fail to understand its beauty if we miss the sensitive state of 

consciousness that its poetry can prompt. 

We are not spectators in worship. We pursue the truths that are able to 

translate into living, alert to the dangers of being coloured by the 

world’s insanity, cruelty, and so-called “common” (but often crazed) 

sense. The poetry of liturgy and faith is a redress and a vehicle of                 

potential for connected life, making us citizens and not just consumers. 

How we live the truth of our words was Herbert’s quest because, as his 

contemporary Joseph Hall said, “God loveth adverbs.” 

Herbert embodied a Christian faith that is both “a loving search and a 

searching love”: an adventure into truth and mystery and intuition, and 

a charity that is not content with surface relationship, but seeks to read 

between the lines, discern hurt and need, and work for a peace built 

on justice. He would, I think, be shocked today at how we have lost               

reverence for language — the sense of the sacramentality, even, of 

words, able, as they are, to open up fresher worlds before us and in us, 

voicing the deeper currents of our longings and loves. It is time for that 
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Pray for the Anglican Church –  

for Justin, Archbishop of Canterbury; 

Archbishop Geoffrey Smith , newly 

elected Primate of Australia; Glenn, 

Archbishop of Sydney; Michael Stead, 

our Regional Bishop; and for all the 

bishops, priests, deacons and Religious 

of the Anglican Communion.  

In the Anglican Cycle of Prayer                

we are asked to Pray for the Diocese of 

Brasil, for its Bishop, Igreja Episcopal 

Anglicana do Brasil and for all his clergy 

and people. 

Pray for Fr James and Helen, and 

for  Fr Michael and Antonia, for 

Rosemary, for David, for 

Caroline, for Judith, for Brian 

and for Bailey May God bless them 

and their ministries and may we support 

them as they work among us in Christ’s 

name.  

Pray for St Paul’s: God of mercy, 

strengthen us to help shape a parish 

where diversity is a source of 

enrichment, compassion is common, 

life’s poetry realized, suffering 

lightened through sharing, justice 

attended, joy pervasive, hope lived, the 

hum of the universe heard, and together 

with you and each other we build what 

is beautiful, true, worthy  

 

of your generosity to us, an echo of your 

kingdom. Amen. (Ted Loder) 

Pray for, St Matthew’s, Zababdeh, 

(West Bank, Palestinian 

Territorries), our Anglican 

Communion Partner: We remember 

especially their Parish Priest,  Fr Saleem 

Dawani, and his ministry in the parish. 

We remember also Jameel Maher, who 

acts as the St Matthew’s partnership link 

person with us. May both our parishes 

be blessed by the link we are 

establishing.  

Pray for the Church’s mission:  

Lord Jesus Christ, you stretched out your 

arms of love on the hard wood of the 

cross that everyone might come within 

the reach of your saving embrace: So 

clothe us in your Spirit that we, reaching 

forth our hands in love, may bring those 

who do not know you to the knowledge 

and love  of you; for the honour of your 

name. Amen. (Author unknown) 

Pray for our Children’s Church:  

The Lord said, ‘Let the little children 

come to me and do not forbid them for 

such is the kingdom of heaven’. Bless, 

Lord, your children who now stand 

before you in prayer. Help them to 

understand the depth of  your love.  

O Lord, bless our Children's Church and 

all its future endeavours, that through it 

we may glorify you with your Father and 

the Holy Spirit, now, always and forever. 

Amen. 

 

Pray throughout  

the week 
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Pray for peace: Lead me from death to 

life, from falsehood to truth; lead me 

from despair to hope, from fear to trust;  

lead me from hate to love, from war to 

peace.  

Let peace fill our hearts, our world,  our 

universe.  

Pray for all in need, remembering 

especially this week all those people  

with disabilities, their families and 

support workers. May they all know 

God’s tender love and care for them.  

Pray for: Alf; Joyce Bannister; John 

Burns; June Cameron; Elizabeth 

Griffiths; Jeanell; Grace Mao-Jing; Enid 

Kell; Jesse Langenegger; David Morgan; 

Alister & Sally Palmer; Mark Palmer; 

Michelle Phillips; Bridget and Phoenix 

Potts; Geoff Riccord; Joanne Roberts; 

Sylvia Seers; Geoff Voller and Bob 

Woods; Genevieve Woods & her fiancé 

Steven  

Pray, too, for, Bridget Marment; 

Anthony James Pattinson; Lorna 

Elizabeth Macallister; James Cowan 

Hunter; Pauline Doris Thomas; Lady 

Angela Margaret Carrick; Lionel Francis 

MacPherson; George James Finn and for 

any others whose year’s mind falls 

around this time.                          

Rest eternal grant unto them O Lord, and 

let light perpetual shine upon them!                       

In love and charity please 

remember the recently 

departed,especially Clyde William 

Cox and Mabel Cato that God may grant 

them a place of refreshment, light and 

peace.   

 

 

Services during this week at St Paul’s 

The midweek communion will resume this  Wednesday 3rd of February 

2021 in the Chapel of our Lord's Passion. 

Commemorations noted by the Tuesday 15th December -  

 Tuesday 2nd February 2021 – The Presentation of Christ in the Temple  

 Wednesday 3rd February 2021 – First Anglican Service at Sydney Cove,  

      Conducted by Richard Johnson, Sydney 1788 

 Thursday 4th February 2021– Anskar missionary bishop of Sweden  

      (d.865) 

 Friday 5th February 2021 – Martyrs of Japan, crucified at Nagasaki  

      (d.1597) 
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 Phone 9747 4327 

 Post PO Box 530, Burwood, NSW 1805  

 Website www.stpaulsburwood.org.au  

 Rector Fr James Collins 

  rector@stpaulsburwood.anglican.asn.au 

 Senior Assistant Priest Fr Michael Deasey OAM 

 Honorary Priest Fr Jim Pettigrew 

                             Lay Minister Ms Rosemary King 

                   Director of Music Mr David Russell  

 Parish Organist Michael Deasey FRSCM 

                  Organ Scholar Bailey Yeates  

 Sacristan  Mr Brian Luhr OAM OGS 

                       Rector’s Warden  Dr Jane Carrick – 0418 399 664 

                 People’s Wardens Mrs Elizabeth Griffiths – 8033 3113 

  Mrs Pam Brock – 9747 3619  

                      Office Secretary Mrs Caroline Badra (9.30am –2.30pm Tues- Frid) 
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St Paul’s Coat of Arms 
 

Shield — The Shield of Faith which St Paul exhorts us to carry (Ephesians 6:16) 
Pallium — The shield is in three sections using the heraldic charge of a Pall or Pallium, a  
    symbol traditionally associated with an ecclesiastical vestment.  
 

The three sections represent the Holy Trinity. 

 
“Faith, Hope, Love” — These are the three Theological Virtues taken from St Paul’s Letter 
to the Corinthians (1 Corinthians 13:13):  
 

“And now faith, hope and love abide, these three; and the greatest of these is love.” 
 

Dove — Symbolising the Holy Spirit and Peace 
Cross — The symbol of our Faith 
Book and Sword — The symbols of St Paul 
Colour Red — Liturgical colour for Martyrs (Paul); The Holy Spirit (Fire); and the Blood of  
   Christ 
Colour Blue — Representing the Water of Life (Baptism) and the liturgical colour for Mary 
    Mother of our Lord 

http://stpaulsburwood.org.au/

